
 

 

 

 

 

 



War is hell. The good news is that a Gaza hospital has been evacuated of humans, and is now seen as the empty shell that Hamas used it for, with humans 

used only as pawns. Israeli hostages and collateral damage Gaza civilians were used as flesh and blood shields for terrorists. Even Israelis may be offended 

with RAWSEP’s following clumsy analogy that taking of hostages from an Israeli music festival is analogous to taking near neighbors hostage to an indoor 

residential wood burner’s polluting wood smoke. But living next to an indoor residential wood burner is hell too. To take that analogy further, using a 

hospital as a human shield for a terrorist organization is like an indoor residential wood burner using a house in a formerly peaceful neighborhood as a 

human shield for pumping out life-denying wood smoke day after day, sickening neighbors and shortening their lives, and denying those near neighbors a 

place in any bargaining table because those indoor residential wood stoves are certified. Near neighbors have to concede that the stoker of the wood 

burning fire is also a human being. But the actions of an indoor residential wood burner are life-denying. Let’s give the indoor residential wood burner the 

benefit of the doubt and say he is uneducated. If there were a negotiating table to bring the war on human health to the end it deserves, indoor residential 

wood burner vendors would not be the ones giving slideshows on the proper way to burn wood, just as any negotiating table during a Hamas-Israeli war 

would not be monopolized by virtuous-seeming Hamas lecturing on niceties of how to conduct the war they started with their terrorist acts. So this present 

slideshow by a near neighbor will be saying that taking Israeli hostages and using them as human shields inside a innocuous seeming hospital is analogous 

to indoor residential wood burners in a formerly peaceful neighborhood taking near neighbors hostage to the polluting wood smoke emissions day after 

day, choking the life out of the near neighbors. This slideshow is in contrast to the last 35 years of slideshows by Burnwise on government sanctioned 

websites promoting wood burning as clean, if only, if only, the wood burners would burn “wise”. The counter argument is, of course, that wood burning is 

never wise, when there are truly clean alternatives to wood burning such as wind and solar energy, and Heat Pumps powered by electricity from a clean 

grid.  Just don’t burn wood to begin with. Burnwise is an offshoot from the vendor organization for indoor residential wood stoves, a lobbyist group that 

successfully lobbied for their economic freedom to manufacture and sell polluting home heating devices, for 35 years, since 1988 when indoor residential 

wood stoves began to be, against all scientific evidence, certified  as “safe”. Burnwise lobbyists created such huge legal loopholes for indoor residential 

wood burning that most if not all wood stoves manufactured and sold today and sold for the last 35 years have been highly polluting. You could argue that 

until this year Heat Pumps that work at 40 degrees below zero (Fahrenheit or Centigrade, the temperature scales converge briefly at 40 degrees below zero) 

were not available until this time. That only furthers the argument that this is the time to take advantage of technology that has finally caught up with 

human need. So expect more slideshows like this as Residents Against Wood Smoke Emission Particulates, RAWSEPresidents, RAWSEP, attempts not just to 

sit at the government negotiating table, but to present the slideshows, except RAWSEP will be telling the truth, not using unearned access to government 

sites to propagate lies about indoor residential wood smoke so the vendors and manufacturers of indoor residential wood stoves can make another buck 

exploiting human misery for their own ends. A personal note. This editor enjoyed attending many peace and love concerts. It is not good public relations to 

kill and take hostages at a peace festival. It sort of kills the mood and turns any supporters against your cause. Israel leafleted Gazans asking them to leave 

the war zone. Maybe Hamas detained Gazans for their own cynical reasons. RAWSEP leaflets people educating them on the dangers of indoor residential 

wood smoke pollution. Maybe Burnwise’s lame slideshows convince indoor wood burners to keep burning, despite overwhelming scientific evidence of the 

harm their wood burning causes to near neighbors. http://rawsepresidents.wordpress.com   https://www.youtube.com/@rawsepresidents4370/videos  
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